Day 9 – Team Tournament or Clout shooting outside (weather permitting)

Check in/attendance
Stretch out with partner or by self
Choose equipment-bow, quiver, and arrows, arm guard finger tab

Team Tournament:
1. Break class up into two teams of 7 or fewer archers:
2. Everyone scores a round vs. own team; record winners and losers
3. Cross overs; seed archers each team based on won loss record; score a round

Clout Shooting:
1. Archers need bows of 20 lbs or heavier
2. Walk out to baseball field
3. Set up three targets (depending on wind) 30 yards, 50 yards and 60 yards from the third baseline which will serve as the firing line.
4. Archers space themselves out on the line should not be able to touch each other.
5. Demonstrate drawing and anchoring at the sternum
6. Review possible factors that could impact the flight of the arrow-wind, weight of arrow, strength of bow.
7. In order to score, arrows must be sticking in the ground
8. Demo retrieving arrows from the ground-pull them out at the same angle they went in.

Shoot 3 to 4 rounds as time allows.